Thermo-Disc Mechanically Controlled
Variable Air Volume Ceiling Diffuser
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Introduction
The Rickard Thermo-Disc ceiling diffuser is a
mechanically controlled, thermally powered VAV
diffuser that requires no wall mounted thermostat
but contains an inbuilt temperature sensing &
volume control mechanism.

Installation and Access
1. Installation of this product should be carried out by appropriately qualified persons.
2. The Thermal diffuser can be mounted in:
- Drop-in exposed tee ceilings
- Plastered ceilings
- Baffled ceilings
Some installations may require a T-frame (shown above) which is an optional extra.
3. Connect the flexible duct to the inlet and place the diffuser onto the ceiling tee bars or fix it to
the ceiling using a concealed fixing method and remove plastic shipping tab from rear of diffuser.
4. To access the inside of the diffuser from below, unclip the trim from the tile by rotating the trim
plate anti-clockwise from below. The trim plate with the actuator and control disc mounted on it
may then be accessed and will hang from the safety wire while adjustments are made.
Note: To protect the diffuser from dust and scratches, it is often beneficial to install the diffuser without
removing it from the plastic bag. The bag may then be cut away when all building work is complete.
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Setup and Adjustment
1. For commissioning purposes, the actuator should initially be set to 22°C. It is strongly
recommended that no adjustments be made until the air-conditioning system is fully operational.
2. Once this is done, should a warmer or cooler room temperature be required, the set point can be
easily adjusted by first unclipping the diffuser trim plate. Allow the trim plate to swing down from
its safety wire to expose the thermal mechanism. Turn the Blue adjustment ring to the desired set
point for when cool air is being supplied and turn the Red ring for when hot air is being supplied.
The actuator will automatically be in cooling mode when supply air is below 20°C and in heating
mode above 29°C. Hence supply temperatures between 20-29°C should be avoided.
3. To adjust the required minimum air flow position between 0% and 30% of the maximum air flow
simply rotate the grey minimum air adjustment ring to align the indicated percentage flow. Ensure
the minimum air flow position is supported by the duct system.
4. For system commissioning purposes the diffuser can be opened to full flow by simply unhooking
the control disc from the actuator lever arms, then reconnecting them after this is completed.
5. Return the trim plate to its original position and rotate it clockwise (perspective from below the
diffuser) to engage the sub-assembly fixture.
6. CAUTION: Do not force the diffuser open by pulling the control disc down or pressing the lever
arms down. This will damage the actuator.
Blue Adjustment Ring
(Cooling)

Red Adjustment Ring
(Heating)
Grey Adjustment Ring
(Minimum Airflow)

Maintenance
The Rickard Thermal diffuser requires no routine preventative maintenance. Any dust on the face of
the diffuser can be removed with a damp cloth and mild detergent.
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